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in information technology a network is defined as the connection of at least two computer systems either
by a cable or a wireless connection the simplest network is a combination of two computers connected
by a cable a network consists of multiple devices that communicate with one another it can be as small
as two computers or as large as billions of devices while a traditional network is comprised of desktop
computers modern networks may include laptops tablets smartphones televisions gaming consoles smart
appliances and other electronics let s break that down a computer network is any group of
interconnected computing devices capable of sending or receiving data a computing device isn t just a
computer it s any device that can run a program such as a tablet phone or smart sensor a computer
network is a set of computers sharing resources located on or provided by network nodes computers use
common communication protocols over digital interconnections to communicate with each other what
does network mean a network in computing is a group of two or more devices or nodes that can
communicate the devices or nodes in question can be connected by physical or wireless connections a
computer network is a group of interconnected nodes or computing devices that exchange data and
resources with each other a network connection between these devices can be established using cable or
wireless media a network is how one can link two or more computers together to share resources files or
even an internet connection most homes and workplaces have networks set up to connect their
computers somehow but four key types of networks are available to users computer networks can be
defined as the exchange of network packets between computing machines across the world with the help
of data lines like wire cables optical fibers etc the internet is a kind of computer network sorta a network
is defined as a group of two or more computer systems linked together there are many types of
computer networks including the following local area networks lans the computers are geographically
close together that is in the same building a system of lines or channels resembling a network a
telephone network a network of blood vessels 3 a an interconnected or interrelated chain group or
system a network of hotels b a system of computers and peripherals that are able to communicate with
each other 4 a computer network two or more computers that are connected with one another for the
purpose of communicating data electronically two basic network types are local area networks lans and
wide area networks wans a computer network is defined as a system that connects two or more
computing devices for transmitting and sharing information this article explains computer network in
detail along with its types components and best practices simply stated a computer network is a group of
connected computers that share data with each other a computer network can be as simple as two
laptops connected by a short cable or as complex as the internet and yes the internet is a type of
computer network what is a network a network consists of two or more computers that are linked in
order to share resources such as printers and cds exchange files or allow electronic communications the
computers on a network may be linked through cables telephone lines radio waves satellites or infrared
light beams a group formed from parts that are connected together a transportation network a network is
also a company that provides programs to a group of television or radio stations or this company and the
group considered together the abc television network computer networking refers to connected
computing devices such as laptops desktops servers smartphones and tablets and an ever expanding
array of iot devices such as cameras door locks doorbells refrigerators audio visual systems thermostats
and various sensors that communicate with one another basic networking 0 57 a group formed from
parts that are connected together a transportation network a network is also a company that provides
programs to a group of television or radio stations or this company and the group considered together
the abc television network a network is a collection of computers servers mainframes peripherals or
other devices connected to facilitate communication and data sharing essentially it is a system that
allows two or more devices to exchange information resources and services you can think of a network
like a spider web global city wikipedia new york city top and london bottom are the only two cities ranked
in the alpha category by the globalization and world cities research network both cities are considered
leading financial commercial and cultural centers in research sm is generally used as an umbrella term
that describes a variety of online platforms including blogs business networks collaborative projects
enterprise social networks sn forums microblogs photo sharing products review social bookmarking social
gaming sn video sharing and virtual worlds 4 given this broad spectrum
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what is a network definition explanation and examples May 22
2024
in information technology a network is defined as the connection of at least two computer systems either
by a cable or a wireless connection the simplest network is a combination of two computers connected
by a cable

network definition what is a network techterms com Apr 21
2024
a network consists of multiple devices that communicate with one another it can be as small as two
computers or as large as billions of devices while a traditional network is comprised of desktop
computers modern networks may include laptops tablets smartphones televisions gaming consoles smart
appliances and other electronics

computer networks article the internet khan academy Mar 20
2024
let s break that down a computer network is any group of interconnected computing devices capable of
sending or receiving data a computing device isn t just a computer it s any device that can run a program
such as a tablet phone or smart sensor

computer network wikipedia Feb 19 2024
a computer network is a set of computers sharing resources located on or provided by network nodes
computers use common communication protocols over digital interconnections to communicate with
each other

what is a network definition from techopedia Jan 18 2024
what does network mean a network in computing is a group of two or more devices or nodes that can
communicate the devices or nodes in question can be connected by physical or wireless connections

what is a computer network definition from techtarget Dec 17
2023
a computer network is a group of interconnected nodes or computing devices that exchange data and
resources with each other a network connection between these devices can be established using cable or
wireless media

what is a network lifewire Nov 16 2023
a network is how one can link two or more computers together to share resources files or even an
internet connection most homes and workplaces have networks set up to connect their computers
somehow but four key types of networks are available to users

what computer networks are and how to actually understand
them Oct 15 2023
computer networks can be defined as the exchange of network packets between computing machines
across the world with the help of data lines like wire cables optical fibers etc the internet is a kind of
computer network sorta

what is a network webopedia Sep 14 2023
a network is defined as a group of two or more computer systems linked together there are many types
of computer networks including the following local area networks lans the computers are geographically
close together that is in the same building
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network definition meaning merriam webster Aug 13 2023
a system of lines or channels resembling a network a telephone network a network of blood vessels 3 a
an interconnected or interrelated chain group or system a network of hotels b a system of computers and
peripherals that are able to communicate with each other 4 a

computer network definition types britannica Jul 12 2023
computer network two or more computers that are connected with one another for the purpose of
communicating data electronically two basic network types are local area networks lans and wide area
networks wans

what is a computer network spiceworks Jun 11 2023
a computer network is defined as a system that connects two or more computing devices for transmitting
and sharing information this article explains computer network in detail along with its types components
and best practices

what is a computer network codecademy May 10 2023
simply stated a computer network is a group of connected computers that share data with each other a
computer network can be as simple as two laptops connected by a short cable or as complex as the
internet and yes the internet is a type of computer network

chapter 1 what is a network university of south florida Apr 09
2023
what is a network a network consists of two or more computers that are linked in order to share
resources such as printers and cds exchange files or allow electronic communications the computers on a
network may be linked through cables telephone lines radio waves satellites or infrared light beams

network definition in the cambridge english dictionary Mar 08
2023
a group formed from parts that are connected together a transportation network a network is also a
company that provides programs to a group of television or radio stations or this company and the group
considered together the abc television network

what is computer networking cisco Feb 07 2023
computer networking refers to connected computing devices such as laptops desktops servers
smartphones and tablets and an ever expanding array of iot devices such as cameras door locks
doorbells refrigerators audio visual systems thermostats and various sensors that communicate with one
another basic networking 0 57

network english meaning cambridge dictionary Jan 06 2023
a group formed from parts that are connected together a transportation network a network is also a
company that provides programs to a group of television or radio stations or this company and the group
considered together the abc television network

what is a network computer hope Dec 05 2022
a network is a collection of computers servers mainframes peripherals or other devices connected to
facilitate communication and data sharing essentially it is a system that allows two or more devices to
exchange information resources and services you can think of a network like a spider web
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global city wikipedia Nov 04 2022
global city wikipedia new york city top and london bottom are the only two cities ranked in the alpha
category by the globalization and world cities research network both cities are considered leading
financial commercial and cultural centers

twenty five years of social media a review of social media Oct
03 2022
in research sm is generally used as an umbrella term that describes a variety of online platforms
including blogs business networks collaborative projects enterprise social networks sn forums microblogs
photo sharing products review social bookmarking social gaming sn video sharing and virtual worlds 4
given this broad spectrum
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